FROGTOWN PARK AND FARM PLAY AREA
MARCH 2016
SITE PLAN PHASE II

- 6' aggregate path (alternate)
- various fruit tree, typ. (alternate)
- new curb ramp
- property line
- proposed grass infiltration basin
- *private property no access from Lafond
- turf
- new 6' concrete walkway
- understory shrub/ornamental tree, typ.
- wood log balance beam
- rock amphitheatre (alternate)
- group swing (alternate)
- group picnic w/ grill
- wood stepping logs, age 5-12 year (alternate)
- existing tree, typ.

- existing fence
- overpass (alternate)
- log jam play equipment
- overlook (alternate)
- native plantings
- (2) hammocks (alternate)
- ornamental grass band
- existing fence
- north, national street
- new curb ramp
- various fruit tree, typ. (alternate)
- 6' aggregate path (alternate)

Scale: 1"=20'-0"